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Willow Creek Paving Stones’ newest colors include Latte, Birch and Ivory in our Select Series pavers and Ivory in 
our Classic Series. 

The new Birch color harbors rich, contrasting tones for a contemporary look that complements both our Classic 
and Select Series pavers as well as many architectural, hardscape and landscape features. The new Ivory color 
gives a fresh, crisp feel to paver fields, borders and other paving stone designs for both our Classic and Select 
Series pavers. 

Slatestone Smooth and Slatestone Grande Smooth pavers are available in 6cm and 7cm thicknesses in the new 
Latte and Birch colors as well as Ash, Bleu and Shor. Dekrastone is available in 7cm thickness in the new Latte 
and Birch colors as well as Ash, Bleu, Creme, Mocha, Shor and Black. Latte and Birch are also available by special 
order for Eurostone 7cm pavers. 

Ivory is available for Classic Series Cobblestone 6 x 9 and ¾ Stone pavers in 6cm and Brickstone 6cm and Select 
Series’ Dekrastone 7cm. Ivory also is available by special order for Cobblestone 6 x 9 and ¾ Stone Weathered 
and Brickstone Weathered 6cm.
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Willow Creek Paving Stones’ newest colors include Latte, Birch and Ivory in our Select Series and Ivory in our 
Classic Series. 

Latte is an earthy brew with natural color striation that complements existing hardscapes and natural stone or 
looks great on its own. Both the Birch and Latte colors are suited beautifully for our Select Series pavers, in-
cluding the large-format appeal and contemporary look of Slatestone Smooth and Slatestone Grande Smooth 
as well as the streamlined look and versatile patterns of Dekrastone. 

Willow Creek’s Classic Series™ pavers are unmatched in durability and beauty, crafted of high-strength concrete 
with the tones and textures of the earth. Classic Series pavers perform exceptionally in the Midwest’s extreme 
seasonal weather cycles. Most Classic Series pavers come in two distinctive textures, Traditional™ for a clean, 
contemporary look and Weathered™ for a rustic elegance. These pavers meet the most demanding challenges 
of landscape and hardscape design.

Willow Creek’s Select Series™ pavers have all the advantages of our original Classic Series pavers, plus addi-
tional premium features. Select Series pavers are made with our exclustive Infusion™ technology, which pro-
vides paver protection from the inside out. This gives the Select Series enhanced color longevity, heightened 
durability and additional stain-resistant properties, perfect for high-traffic environments. Select Series pavers 
are ideal for both standard and permeable applications. 
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